How to Date a Gemini
Their dazzling charm is only
one side of the story
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JOHNNY DEPP

Without really trying, he became one of the highest-paid and
most-respected actors anywhere. Was he guided by the stars?

W

hen Johnny Depp moved to Los Angeles as
a teenager, acting was the furthest thing
from his mind. Along with his band mates,
he had come from a small town in Florida
with dreams of making it big in the music business. Thirty
years on, he is one of the most respected and highest-paid
actors in the world. What can his astrological signature tell
us about this journey from misfit to A-list?
Johnny was born on 9th June, 1963 in
Owensboro, Kentucky. As a Gemini
in the Chinese year of the Rabbit,
he showed an enigmatic aura
from an early age. Gemini is
among the most curious
and versatile signs of the
zodiac, always examining
things from multiple angles.
Rabbits are similarly shifty,
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but endowed with grace and natural good luck. This
combination would serve him well in many respects, but
before he could unlock its charms, he first had to deal
with its dark side.
Soon after the death of his beloved grandfather, Johnny’s
destructive tendencies began to show. He took up smoking
at the age of 12, followed soon by drugs and drink. All air
signs (Gemini, Libra and Aquarius) are susceptible to
the allure of chemical escapes, while both Gemini
and Rabbit can lead natives toward insecurity.
Speaking about this time in his life, Johnny
says, “As a teenager I was so insecure. I
was the type of guy that never fitted in
because he never dared to choose. I was
convinced I had absolutely no talent at
all—for nothing. And that thought took
away all my ambition too.”
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GEMINI
intelligent
charming
indecisive

This clearly shows Johnny’s Gemini-Rabbit nature: inability
to choose (Gemini), and a nagging sense of insecurity
(Rabbit). Given these traits, on top of his unstable family
life, Johnny’s future seemed anything but secure. Fate had
to intervene—but how?
It was a guitar that focused Johnny’s
energy and guided his spirit toward
the destiny awaiting him. When his
mother gave him the instrument as a
gift, chances are she never imagined
her son dropping out of high school to
pursue a career in rock music—much
less being paid $55 million to star in a
single film (Pirates of the Caribbean 4).
Yet leaving school was a natural move
for Johnny. Anchored by his new passion
for music, he couldn’t wait to roam free
in a world much wider than the one he
saw around him. Gemini refuses to be
pinned down, while Rabbit has a knack
for sensing how things are going to play
out. This gave Johnny the courage and
trust he needed to take a leap of faith
toward Hollywood.

RABBIT
lucky
stylish
insecure

with his name. He needed a new guitar—something to
focus his wandering Gemini mind and calm his edgy Rabbit
nerves. As it turns out, Tim Burton entered the picture at
just the right time, offering Johnny the role of Edward
Scissorhands and sparking a lifelong collaboration that
served to discipline and focus Johnny’s wayward energy.
Things would never be the same after
that. The magnetism and eccentricity
of the characters Johnny went on to
play—from Edward Scissorhands to the
Mad Hatter—captivated audiences and
elevated him to highest stratosphere
of fame. Instead of an air of youthful
rebellion, he began to radiate a cool
aura of mystery. This was the result
of having mastered the restless and
destructive elements of his astrological
nature, and learning how to pour these
energies into character after enigmatic
character.

Johnny’s band struggled to make a
name for itself, eventually calling it quits. He was introduced
to actor Nicolas Cage, who suggested Johnny try acting.
While his heart was still in music, his Rabbit’s intuition
encouraged him to start seeking auditions. Once he did,
doors quickly began to open. In a few short years, as the
star of the TV series 21 Jump Street, he had achieved Teen
Idol status.
Even so, Johnny’s destructive side wasn’t finished. As his
fame grew, so did his infamy. Drugs, brushes with the
paparazzi, and trashed hotel rooms became synonymous

Johnny’s enduring partnership with
French singer Vanessa Paradis was
a further manifestation of this new
phase in life. Both Gemini and Rabbit
and flirtatious signs, and well-known
for their wandering eyes—yet after a string of troubled
relationships, it seemed as though he had truly found his
life partner in Vanessa. As an earthy Capricorn, she helped
further ground and hold his energies in place.
Now that the couple have split and Johnny is on the loose
again, will his destructive tendencies re-surface? Not
likely—as long as the actor continues to shine in quirky
roles like Tonto in the forthcoming Lone Ranger film, his
mysterious maturity will stay in place.
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Aries

(Mar 21 - Apr 19)
When was the last time
you found it hard to
make up your mind?
Clear and direct action
is normally your thing, but it’s not so
simple this month. To cut through the
clutter and simplify your options, find
a practice that centres and grounds
you. What about meditation, Tai Chi,
or even a walk in the park? Any of
these will provide you with focus and
help to illuminate the path ahead. A
psychic dream or experience takes
you into the past, where an unresolved
issue is waiting to be cleared up. Your
emotions, rather than your logical
mind, will help you find the answer. If
you’re into new love, connect to your
immediate surroundings and be open
to the unexpected.

Taurus

(Apr 20 - May 20)
A shift in perspective after
the 6th of the month
allows you to see your
social life with greater
clarity.The friends you spend time with
are just as important to your health
as the diet you keep! It isn’t easy to
put distance between yourself and
unhealthy friendships—but if you
follow your intuition and gently close
a door that doesn’t serve you anymore,
you’ll be pleasantly surprised by the
door that opens in its place. Seemingly
separate elements of your world are
connected in mysterious ways. A new
romantic prospect is ready to appear—
ready when you are, that is. Bringing
love into manifestation is a question
of believing in yourself.

Gemini

(May 21 - June 21)
If you want to harness
the enormous amount of
creative energy flowing
through you this month,
your best bet is to establish a routine.
Let your body fall into a steady rhythm,
especially in terms of sleep, and your
mental energy will focus like a laser
beam. This way, instead of just feeling
restless and buzzed, you’ll produce
real results that serve you well into the
future. Turn on the charm if you’re in
the dating game. Being bold is always
a risk, but the potential payoff is big. If
you’re already committed to someone,
it’s time to let them see a deeper layer of
who you are.The relationship flourishes
when you allow each other to change
and grow as individuals.

June 2013 Horoscopes
Jupiter enters Cancer, marking a transition from
logical thinking to the heart-based intuition.
Call 1-866-929-0635 for more info.
Libra

(Sept 23 - Oct 22)

Some things have been
part of your daily routine
for so long that you
don’t really think about
them anymore. But if you take a fresh
look, you’ll see there are new ways of
doing things. When little changes are
uploaded to the system, there is no
telling what kind of positive effect it
can have. As for that wild idea you’ve
been kicking around, now is the time
to make a move. Otherwise, how will
you ever know? In any case, you’ll
be stronger and wiser for it. Your
relationship becomes stronger too, as
long as you face change together and
agree to leave the past behind. If you’re
single, dealing with past heartache is
the key to new love.

Scorpio

(Oct 23 - Nov 21)

Your psychic sensitivity
is keen, allowing clear
insight into a hidden
situation. In order to
bring about the best result, take the
other person’s feelings into account.
That psychic openness you’re feeling
can also leave you vulnerable and
restless. Protective energies such as
sage or essential oils can help you stay
clear and grounded, able to draw the
line between your own emotions and
those of others. On the other hand,
things heat up between you and
your love interest when you allow the
psychic boundary between you to
fade—so when it comes to that special
someone, surrender completely and
let passion take you higher.
crystalclearpsychics.com

Sagittarius

(Nov 22 - Dec 21)
If you really want to
touch the stars, explore
the role you play in the
lives of those around
you. Imagine how they see you, what
kinds of thoughts they have about you,
whether or not they feel supported
and guided by you.These are the same
people who support your own journey
in untold ways, so caring for them is a
way of caring for yourself. If someone
has a negative perception of you, try
and change it! This is also the way to
approach a romantic prospect. If you’re
really interested in who they are, don’t
be afraid to show it. Ask the questions
you want to ask, find out all you can
about their life, and eventually they’ll
begin to let their guard down.

Cancer

(June 22 - July 22)
Instead of dreaming
about something that
fascinates you, find a way
to dive in and explore it
for real! Enroll in that class, sign up
for that workshop, and you’ll see the
energy in your world begin to shift.
It’s all about following your heart and
taking a leap of faith—the more we
learn to do this, the more our dreams
become reality. You now have access
to a deep store of intuitive wisdom,
like jewels at the bottom of a lake. In
order to dive down and get them, you’ll
need to be still and look within yourself.
There is nothing these treasures cannot
do for you, but they need patience and
careful handling. Setting aside a few
minutes each day to clear you head
should be enough.

Capricorn

(Dec 22 - Jan 19)
Recent changes have left
your wheels spinning—
now is the time to ground
yourself with a routine!
Without structure and discipline, there
is no traction to move you forward;
but when you find a good rhythm ,
things move along of their own accord.
After much debate, you seem to have
reached an understanding with a
friend or partner—but don’t get too
comfortable. The issue is bound to
resurface late in the month. When it
does, be prepared to go with the flow
and come up with a new solution.Your
patience is being tested for a reason. A
get-together with a serious purpose
does your spirit good, and produces
a valuable connection.

Leo

(July 23 - Aug 22)
Your sign naturally
captures the spotlight—
even when you don’t
mean to. This month,
you’ll find greater benefit in working
behind the scenes. The more energy
you put into others, the more energy
others will put into you. A selfless act will
come back to you almost immediately,
elevating you toward your own goals.
Community service or volunteer work
also happen to be prime territory for
rustling up a new love interest.The fact
that you show up in the first place is
attractive—on top of that, you have
that famous Leo charm working in your
favour! Words and intentions are likely
to get crossed toward the end of the
month, but a little caution keeps you
in the clear.

Aquarius

(Jan 20 - Feb 18)
The situation at work
shifts when you tune
into the emotional
energies around you.
Seeing your co-workers as real people,
with their own joys and challenges,
inspires you to interact on a different
wavelength—which brings a new
opportunity your way. Your social life
was cozy and intimate last month,
but it’s all about Summer fun in June.
Resist the temptation to stay in. The
more you extend yourself, the more
energy you have. New love is in the
cards if you want it—especially when
an unexpected conversation is allowed
to follow its natural course, and things
take a playful turn. If the signals are
clear, don’t let the chance slip away!
1-866-929-0635

Virgo

(Aug 23 - Sep 22)
Cutting loose and having
fun was a big thing for
you in May. This month,
the most fun you can
have is getting down to business!
Deep down you want to shine and
claim recognition for what you’ve
achieved, which means extra effort
and sharp focus on your part. As long
as what you’re doing is a labour of love,
you’ll have no trouble summoning
the energy to make it happen. An
existing relationship responds well to
a few new ground rules. Developing
psychic sensitivity to one another does
not happen all at once, and requires
conscious effort, but things will run
more smoothly in the long run. Trust
your first instinct on a financial move;
the choice is obvious.

Pisces

(Feb 19 - Mar 20)
You may not be feeling
all that perky, but there is
still plenty to accomplish.
A serious mood works to
your advantage, allowing you to clear
up a long-standing issue with a friend
or partner. Take advantage of your
keen ability to focus, and solutions
will appear out of the blue. Later in the
month, you’ll feel like celebrating—and
why not? Summer brings a sense of fun
and flirtation. Have you noticed that
someone has their eye on you? The
feeling isn’t likely to be reciprocated,
but it’s nice to be noticed! Be honest,
but treat them kindly. That way, when
someone you’re interested in does
come along, the karmic scales will be
tipped in your favour.

DATING GEMINI
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Romancing the Twins can be liberating
and transformative—but unless you
know how to navigate the airspace,
you could be in for a bumpy ride.

A

lot of people have bright eyes, a sharp
wit, or a charming smile. But if you come
across someone with all three, you may
have a Gemini on your hands. It’s the sign
of Johnny Depp, Angelina Jolie and
countless other charmers. It radiates freedom, change
and unpredictability. Sound like a good time? If you’re
interested in taking flight with this amazing air sign,
there are some maneuvers you need to master.
STAY AHEAD OF THE CURVE
Geminis are approachable, and their dynamic mental
energy will grab your attention. Likewise, as someone
new in their world, you are definitely of interest to them.
The problem is not getting a Gemini’s attention so much
as keeping it for any meaningful length of time.
Since a Gemini is always seeking fresh new perspectives,
your best bet is to keep them guessing. Rather than
spell everything out, retain a sense of mystery about
who you are, and what you are going to do or say next.
When a Gemini solves a puzzle, they quickly move on
to the next thing. Romantically speaking, nobody wants
to be on the receiving end of that!
This doesn’t mean that Geminis are incapable of deep
intimacy. They can make excellent long-term partners—
but they need some things to remain hidden, even after
you’ve been together a long time. This plays into their
sense of mystery, and keeps them guessing.
NOT-SO-GREAT EXPECTATIONS
Gemini cannot stand to be pinned down—remember,
it wants to break free and transform. To win a Gemini
heart, allow them to shift direction. Beware: This can
be maddening! Your Gemini is liable to say one thing
and do another, or have constrasting opinions from

one day to the next. With Gemini, fixed expectations
are a comfort you’ll have to do without. Liberating your
mental energy is what Gemini can teach you. What you’ll
need to teach them—without being overbearing—is
that relationships require a degree of predictability.
Frame this as a puzzle to solve, a code to be cracked,
and your Gemini will be an eager student.
SHOW YOUR STRENGTH
Imitating others is a sure way to lose a Gemini’s interest.
The Twins are turned on by people who have their own
lives, interests and willpower. The more you rely on your
own instincts, the more you will access the deep store
of feelings beneath the buzzing Gemini brain.
And since this sign prefers to keep its options open,
you will often have to step up and make decisions,
whether choosing a restaurant or a name for your
child. Talk with your Gemini, explore the options, and
then demonstrate your strength—show you ability to
choose! Think of something to console them for having
to leave certain choices behind—even just going for
ice cream on the way home. Shake it up, throw in a
little something extra. Introduce new ideas, and your
Gemini will adore you.
A GAME OF THOUGHTS
In the bedroom, Gemini is on the playful side. They
love words, games, ideas. At the same time, there is
a deep and serious side to this sign. With so much
mental energy at play, they love it when feelings take
over and lead them to a place of true intimacy.
If ultra-charming and unpredictable are your thing,
Gemini can take you over the moon. But if your idea of
a relationship involves steady routine and consistent
behaviour, best leave the Twins to their own devices.

Looking for Summer love? Call our psychics on 1-866-929-0635

Psychic Stevie
I first realised I was psychic around the age of four, when I would say things and
people would ask “How did you know that?” I would answer that Grandad told
me, and they would reply that Grandad was no longer with us. I would just smile.
Although I didn’t understand it, I knew what I was hearing!
I have had many great experiences with clients, but one that stays close to me
is about a woman who manages to change her life around, leaving a very bad
relationship and finding a new job. We looked at her whole life and I showed her
the way forward—it was such a pleasure to read for her.
A good psychic reading comes from being open and honest, establishing a good
connection with spirit, and being able to give real psychic validations so that the
client goes away feeling positive and upbeat, with a new sense of purpose.

For a personal reading with Stevie
call 1-866-929-0635 and enter pin # 7718
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